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Landscape genetics is an emerging field that integrates population genetics, land-
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scape ecology, and spatial statistics to investigate how geographical and environmental features and evolutionary processes such as gene flow, genetic drift, and selection
structure genetic variation at both the population and individual levels, with implications for ecology, evolution, and conservation biology. Despite being particularly well
suited for primatologists, this method is currently underutilized. Here, we synthesize
the current state of research on landscape genetics in primates. We begin by outlining how landscape genetics has been used to disentangle the drivers of diversity,
followed by a review of how landscape genetic methods have been applied to primates. This is followed by a section highlighting special considerations when applying
the methods to primates, and a practical guide to facilitate further landscape genetics
studies using both existing and de novo datasets. We conclude by exploring future
avenues of inquiry that could be facilitated by recent developments as well as underdeveloped applications of landscape genetics to primates.
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I N T RO DU CT I O N

species toward extinction, the knowledge derived from molecular
genetic techniques will be essential for informing effective conserva-

Population genetics, a subfield of genetics that examines and models

tion management.11 Toward this end, landscape genetics12 has

changes in genetic variation within and among populations, has

emerged. Landscape genetics combines methods from traditional pop-

allowed scientists to investigate the consequences of migration, gene

ulation genetics with georeferenced spatial data to investigate how

flow, selection, and demography.1 Such studies have helped elucidate

features in the landscape facilitate and/or impede gene flow.13–16

2

past influences on current population structure, genetic patterns due

Most simply, landscape genetics compares genetic distances among

to introgression,3 and best practices for species management.4 How-

individuals (or, when appropriate, populations) to heterogeneity in the

ever, as with all molecular techniques, the field is rapidly advancing,

landscape, including geographic (rivers, mountains) or topographic

continuously incorporating new methodologies, statistical analyses,

barriers (ridges, slopes, or valleys), habitat type (rainforest, dry forest,

and sequencing technologies that improve our abilities to ask ever-

savanna), and measures of anthropogenic disturbance (habitat quality,

more refined and focused questions.5–7 Such advances in population

distance to forest edge, distance to village, presence of farmland,

genetics, when combined with modern advances in molecular phylo-

roads, railways, or dams).

genetics and more recently genomics, has allowed molecular ecolo-

Landscape datasets are then transformed to represent least-cost

gists to better understand nuances of species behavior (sex-biased

paths

dispersal8) and evolution (adaptation to climate change9) that are oth-

resistance),14,17 and correlated with genetic distances, the results of

erwise difficult to detect from observations alone. Characterizing and

which are compared to a null hypothesis of isolation-by-distance.18

understanding the mechanisms driving species diversity are especially

Where landscape genetics differs from more traditional population

important as we enter the Anthropocene.10 As human activities drive

genetics is in its use of spatially explicit model testing; whereas

Evolutionary Anthropology. 2021;1–14.

(isolation-by-barrier)
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or

resistance

distances

(isolation-by-
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BOX 1 GLOSSARY
Population genetics: Subfield of molecular genetics that examines and models changes in genetic variation within and among
populations.
Landscape genetics: Combines methods from traditional population genetics with georeferenced spatial data to investigate how features in the landscape facilitate and/or impede gene flow by comparing genetic distances among populations (or more ideally individuals) to heterogeneity in the landscape in terms of composition and configuration.
Spatial extent: Size or boundaries of the study area. This is an important consideration in landscape genetic studies as spatial extent
needs to incorporate dispersal distance of the species as well as encompass landscape features of interest.
Spatial resolution: Grain or pixel size of classified landscape features. This will often depend on the source of the landscape data and
the limitations on sensitivity of the equipment used to gather the data.
Sampling scheme: Systematic way in which sampling locations are selected. This will vary depending on species distribution and field
site conditions.
Sampling intensity: How many genetic samples are collected at each sampling location. More samples are not necessarily always best,
and low samples per site may be overcome with careful choice of genetic markers with greater polymorphism.
Genetic distance: Representation of genetic variation derived from collected genetic data, often in the form of a matrix between all individuals sampled. More distantly related individuals or populations will have higher genetic distances.
Resistance distance: Representation of the distance that reflects the route(s) of gene flow around barriers that connect two individuals
or populations. Derived from circuit theory, a resistance distance allows for more than one path between connected individuals
weighted by genetic connectivity.
Isolation-by-distance: A common null hypothesis for population and landscape genetic studies. Individuals that are more geographically
distant are also more genetically distant.
Isolation-by-barrier: Geographically close individuals are less related than expected due to a physical barrier to gene flow occurring
between them. Barriers commonly include rivers, valleys, and mountains.
Isolation-by-resistance: Genetic distance and impediments to gene flow are positively correlated. This is an expanded idea of isolationby-barrier and includes several barriers (usually in the form of landscape cover, terrain, and climate) that together may form more
complicated impediments to gene flow than a single barrier.
Least-cost-distance/path: A single distance or path that reflects the most parsimonious route of gene flow around barriers that connect
two individuals or populations.
Remotely sensed imagery: Imagery obtained without visiting field locations, often via satellites and unmanned vehicles. Types of data
collected vary by sensor, but common ones include collection of many wavelengths of electromagnetic radiation that can be compiled into landcover data.
Parameterizing: Used to determine how to weight landscape features to reflect ability of a species in moving across said feature when
working with resistance surfaces. For example, multiple parameterization schemes are often tried in order to determine how much
more difficult it is for a species to cross a river versus a road.

population genetic assessments such as Discriminate Analysis of Prin-

expanding urbanization. Studies can combine phylogenetic and land-

cipal Components and Bayesian clustering assess patterns of genetic

scape genetic techniques in ways that complement each other; how-

structuring without a priori assumptions of sampling provenience or

ever, time scales need to be clearly defined.

explicit interest in relating the observed structure to landscape vari-

In this review, we synthesize the current state of landscape genet-

ables, landscape genetic methods allow researchers to statistically

ics, specifically as it relates to wild non-human primates, with a goal of

evaluate landscape features hypothesized to affect the process of

encouraging primatologists and conservationists to incorporate land-

gene flow across a continuous landscape (Figure 1).

scape genetic methods into their existing research toolkit. Our goals in

One common area of confusion surrounding landscape genetics is

this review are fourfold: First, we review the literature as it stands on

its distinction from phylogeography. Phylogeography and landscape

the application of landscape genetics to primates, highlighting the major

genetics differ in terms of scale (see20 for dissenting view). Whereas

drivers of and impediments to primate gene flow identified by such

phylogeography focuses on historical processes that have generated

studies. Second, we highlight several difficulties associated with pri-

observed genetic patterns through deep time, such as historic climate

mates as a study system, including their sociality, dispersal biases, and

change/glaciation cycles and expansion/contraction of habitat in

life histories, that make the application of landscape genetic methods

response to these changes,21 landscape genetics investigates more

to primates particularly complex. Third, we provide recommendations

recent processes, such as deforestation due to agriculture or

for overcoming common landscape genetic problems such as scale,

3
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F I G U R E 1 Examples of georeferenced landscape data that can be used in downstream landscape genetic analyses, including (from left to
right) habitat type, rivers, and roads; distance to nearest village; and topographic position index (TPI). Once parameterized, landscape resistance
surfaces are correlated to genetic distances, and paths of least resistance (i.e., highest gene flow) among sampling localities can be illustrated via
current density maps using programs like Circuitscape (far right). Warm colors indicate areas of high conductive value (i.e., low resistance to gene
flow, high dispersal ability); cool colors indicate areas of low conductive value (i.e., high resistance to gene flow, low dispersal ability).
Figure modified from Baden et al19

time lags, and sampling, coupled with guidelines and suggestions for

majority have been published in the last 6 years as methods have

conducting a landscape genetic analysis with consideration given to

become more accessible via freely available software such as R and

issues applying this analysis to primates. And finally, we touch on future

QGIS. This recent uptick in studies suggests that landscape genetic

directions for landscape genetic studies in primates and describe sce-

methods are becoming more commonplace, an encouraging trend that

narios in which landscape genetics can provide valuable insight into

we hope continues.

longstanding evolutionary and ecological questions.

To date, primate landscape genetics studies have been motivated
by conservation, with their primary aims focused on identifying the
natural and anthropogenic impediments to gene flow across human

2
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LANDSCAPE GENETICS IN PRIMATES

modified landscapes. In some cases, studies were direct extensions of
earlier work, allowing researchers to empirically test hypothesized

Although nearly 20 years has passed since the inception of landscape

drivers of genetic structuring as inferred from initial population

genetics, its application to primates is still in its infancy.13 To date, a

genetic investigations.19,31,32,35 However, a few studies were new,

total of 17 published primate studies have used landscape genetic

applying landscape genetic analyses in combination with traditional

methods in some form (Tables 1 and 2). We do not include studies

population genetic tests for the first time in that species or

that did not explicitly test landscape features but rather only assessed

population,26,34,36 or taking an adaptive focus from previous neutral

isolation-by-distance. Half of these focused on cercopithecoids,

population genetics analyses.29

34

including one African (Procolobus gordonorum ) and two Asian col-

While nearly all studies found evidence of restricted gene flow,

obines (Rhinopithecus bieti30–32 and Trachypithecus leucocephalus35),

the landscape barriers varied by taxon, geographic region, and the

vervets (Chlorocebus pygeryhtrus29), and long-tailed macaques (Macaca

intensity of anthropogenic threat. In many cases, results supported

fascicularis28). The remaining eight studies span diverse taxa including

traditional assumptions of population genetic theory: areas with intact

lemurs,19,22,23 platyrrhines,24–27 and hominoids.36,37 Of these, the vast

habitat were almost unanimously identified as features that facilitated
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288
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Note: Habitat Type: C = continuous, Dis = disturbed, Fr = fragmented, D = deciduous, Te = temperate, T = tropical, F = forest, S = savanna, Sim = simulated; Landscape Features: N = natural, A = anthropogenic,
C = climatic; Main Application: A = Adaptation, C = conservation, E = ecology; Dispersal Distance [Home Range]: Us = unstated, no mention of feature in article, Unk = unknown, feature was mentioned but
unknown at time study was conducted; Generation Length: Us = unstated; Landscape Features Evaluated: Ag = agriculture, Al = altitude, C = climate, F = fire, P = pastures, Ri = rivers, Ra = railroad, Ro = Roads, To
= topography, Tu = tourism, Ve = vegetation, Vi = villages; Source Genetic Samples: T = tissue, F = fecal, B = blood, S = simulated, H = hair; Collection of Samples: P = previous study, C = current study.
a
Size of Study Area: study area size was estimated from figures and was not explicitly stated within articles.
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T A B L E 1 Comparison of primate landscape genetic studies. Only includes studies with specific landscape features in addition to genetic analyses (excludes studies using geographic
distance only)
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Note: Genetic Markers: g = genes, m = microsatellites, mt = mtDNA, sim = simulated; Genetic Distance Metric: Dps = 1 – proportion of shared alleles between populations, Fij = kinship coefficient, FST = fixation
index, Hd = haplotype diversity, R = Rousset's a, TN = Tamura & Nei's index; Computer Program: A = Arlequin, D = DnaSP, F = fstat, G = Genetix, g = gstat, h = hierfstat, p = PopGenReport, R = R (specific R
packages start with lowercase letters), S = SPAGeDi; Landscape Data Source: A = aerial photos, D = DIVA-GIS, E = European space agency portal, G = GeoNET, GS = ground survey, H = HyrdoSHEDS,
L = LANDSAT, M = MODIS, Mad = CEPF Madagascar Vegetation Mapping Project, Mi = military maps, N = NASA SRTM, S = SPOT, Sim = simulated, T = topographic map, Us = unstated, V = Vegetation &
Biome data (Mucina & Rutherford 2006), W = WORLDCLIM; Landscape Programs: AG = ArcGIS, AV = ArcVIEW, EN = ENVI, ER = ERDAS, G = GENESYS, ra = raster, rg = rgdal, R = R (specific R packages start
with lowercase letters), Us = unstated; Spatial Resolution: Us = unstated; Parameterizing Method: C = classification based on openness, Ec = Ecological niche model, Ex = expert opinion, G = genetic algorithms,
P = permutation tests, R = resistance analysis, S = sensitivity analysis, Us = unstated ; Correlation Method: Gd = generalized dissimilarity models, Gl = generalized linear effects models, K = kriging with pairwise
t-tests, L = linear mixed effects models, M = Mantel, MR = multiple regression, PM = Partial Mantel, Correlation Program: A = Arelquin, E = ECODIST, G = GRAPHAB, R = R (specific R packages start with
lowercase letters), rGA = ResistanceGA, S = SPAGeDi, Us = unstated.
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gene flow (14 of 17 studies),28,29,34 and well-known biogeographic

have been found to limit dispersal in golden-brown mouse lemurs

dispersal barriers such as rivers and mountain ranges were character-

(Microcebus ravelobensis),22 but not the golden-crowned sifaka

istically identified as being difficult to traverse (that is, animals

(Propithecus tattersalli),23 outcomes that are likely tied to differences

encountering these landscape features experienced high resistance to

in body size, locomotion, and dispersal abilities.

movement).22,23,36,37

deforestation,19,24,26,27,30–33,35

Finally, when considering landscape permeability, timing matters.

urbanization,19,28,32,34 and high human population densities33 and/or

In their study of sifakas (Propithecus tattersalli), Quéméré et al.23 found

activity26,27,30–32,35 were typically identified as posing higher resis-

that seasonality can influence barrier detection in relation to species

tance to primate gene flow, than areas experiencing less anthropo-

behavior. Despite being dry for most of the year, rivers acted as major

genic disturbance. These patterns are not unique to primates and

barriers to golden-crowned sifaka movement because the rainy sea-

have been found to affect taxa at a global scale.14,38

son, when rivers form, coincides with major dispersal events, thereby

Moreover,

Landscape genetic studies in primates that integrated both natural

reducing dispersal ability during this critical period. Taken together,

and anthropogenically-driven landscape features often identified anthro-

these points highlight the unique benefits of landscape genetic

pogenic features as being better predictors of current genetic structure

methods that simultaneously allow us to consider multiple features in

than naturally occurring barriers to gene flow. For instance, Ruiz-Lopez

the landscape, as well as the importance of combining multiple lines

34

et al.

expected altitude to be the most likely barrier to gene flow in the

Udzungwa red colobus monkey (Procolobus gordonorum) due to the eco-

of evidence including genetics, ecology, and behavior to best understand animal behavior and evolution.

logical tolerances of the species. However, analyses instead identified

Although the vast majority of landscape genetic studies in pri-

distance to nearest village and fire density to be better predictors, with

mates have been conservation-minded, landscape genetics has great

increased fire density resulting in reduced forest coverage leading to

potential to inform our understanding of basic ecological influences

lower genetic connectivity. Similarly, proximity to nearby human settle-

for species. For instance, Mitchell et al.37 used landscape genetic

ments and habitat degradation best explained species-wide population

methods to investigate the role of rivers as barriers to gene flow

genetic structure in black-and-white ruffed lemurs (Varecia variegata),19

between two chimpanzee subspecies as well as the role of habitat and

despite earlier evidence suggesting that the Mangoro River was the most

elevation in genetic differentiation within subspecies. Additionally,

likely barrier to gene flow across the species range.39 Both V. variegata

landscape genetic studies can identify the role of adaptation to vary-

and P. gordonorum have longer generation times (6–8 years, Table 1) for

ing environments. For example, Coetzer et al.29 identified genes asso-

their body size and thus results were unexpected (see Primate Consider-

ciated with immune adaptation to different disease environments to

ations below), leading authors to surmise that rapid and intensifying

determine appropriate locations for reintroductions for rehabilitated

anthropogenic pressures are effectively swamping signatures of historic

vervets. Unfortunately, far fewer studies focus on these questions

gene flow in these species.19,34 It will be interesting to see whether

and we believe this area of inquiry presents a valuable avenue for

these same patterns hold up in other taxa as studies increase.

future research.

Equally important are landscape genetic studies that disentangle
the anthropogenic features impacting species. For instance, in a study
of Central American squirrel monkeys (Saimiri oerstedii), oil palm plan-

3
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tations, the predominant landscape feature in the region, were found
to pose greater barriers to movement than smaller, more isolated cat-

Primates, as an order, are known for their broad diversity in ecological

tle pastures or residential areas,24 suggesting that dispersal costs can

tolerances, social organizations, and life history variables. In this sec-

become magnified over greater distances. Studies such as this allow

tion, we highlight aspects of primate life history and behavior that

researchers to at once identify both the scale and configuration of rel-

warrant special consideration when designing and implementing pri-

evant landscape features, allowing conservation practitioners to

mate landscape genetic (hereafter PLG) studies. While these traits and

develop targeted conservation action plans.24 There are also rare

issues are not unique to primates, and can apply to many long-lived

occasions where anthropogenic features are found to facilitate rather

highly social mammals, they require careful consideration because

than impede gene flow, as in long-tailed macaques (Macaca

poor application of landscape genetic techniques can lead to errone-

28

fascicularis).

Large urban areas with high human population density

ous inferences.

had no impact on genetic connectivity in M. fascicularis, demonstrating
that macaques can move freely across the landscape and that provisioning sites encourage rather than restrict gene flow, even in seem28

ingly inhospitable areas.

3.1

|

Social organization

Results such as these are equally as

valuable in their ability to identify particularly flexible species. In fact,

Primates are a particularly difficult group of animals to study using

they may help to highlight other more pressing threats, such as an

landscape genetics due to their gregariousness. Despite exhibiting

increased potential for human-wildlife conflict or disease transmission,

extensive variation in social organization, most primates form

thereby facilitating more targeted conservation efforts.

groups, which de facto creates a clumped distribution of animals

Given the vast diversity of primates, it is perhaps unsurprising

across the landscape. By extension, this also leads to gaps (disconti-

that landscape features impact species differently. For instance, roads

nuities) between sampling locations. When sampling occurs in too

7
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close proximity or from too dispersed locations this can create artifi-

the species, as in the cases of Rhinopithecus bieti,30–32 Procolobus

cial groups and may lead to erroneous support for isolation-by-bar-

gordonorum,34 and Varecia variegata,19 or in areas where dispersal

riers.

40

Moreover, as with many endangered taxa, collecting

sufficient samples from primates is often further complicated by the

is naturally constrained as in Macaca fascicularis on the island of
Bali, Indonesia.28

external challenges of fieldwork, including obtaining permits for sample collection and export, financial, logistical, and/or ethical sampling
constraints, and logistical difficulties encountered on-the-ground at

3.3

|

Life history and demography

the study site(s).
One way to address these challenges is by choosing an appropri-

As with dispersal distance, generation length can also impact whether

ate sampling scheme (see discussion on sampling scheme and inten-

a given landscape feature's influence on gene flow will be detectable,

sity in project design and data collection below). Most PLG studies

as time lags exist.43 Primates have a wide range of generation lengths,

reviewed herein did not mention their choice of sampling scheme

ranging from approximately one year (Microcebus22) to 20 years

). Of

(Pan37), and although a landscape feature, such as a road, might influ-

those that did, very few studies employed a systematic scheme that

ence gene flow in both a mouse lemur and a chimpanzee, its effects

sampled from almost all social groups across the entire range of the

may only be visible in the species where sufficient generations have

species (but see Liu et al30–32). Nevertheless, even when sampling

passed to allow for its detection via population genetic methods. Fur-

scheme was not explicitly reported, all studies reported that sam-

thermore, short dispersal distances can compound with generation

pling occurred on either side of suspected landscape barriers. More-

length to increase the effect of time lags in a species, such that those

over, it is important to highlight that many PLG studies were not

species with short dispersal distances will need more time before

designed a priori and were either extensions of previous work or

showing a genetic response to landscape features.20,43

when designing their study (although see Lane-deGraaf et al

28,34

opportunistic use of samples that had been collected for other purposes (Table 1).

Despite this, only about half of PLG studies report the generation
length of their species (Table 1). Many studies evaluated features that
have existed without much change for conceivably longer than even
the longest generation times (i.e., rivers and altitude). However, some

3.2

|

Dispersal biases

studies also included anthropogenic features, such as villages, roads,
agriculture, and even tourism, which can appear rapidly and change

In addition to exhibiting extensive variation in social organization, pri-

over short periods of time. Such features should only be used with

mates are among the few mammals to exhibit near complete dispersal

species of generation lengths appropriate for evaluating the feature(s)

bias.41 Nevertheless, they show great variability in their patterns of phil-

in question (Table 1).

opatry, dispersal distance, and home range size (Table 1). Sex-biases in
dispersal and/or sex-specific preferences for dispersal routes can lead
to differential landscape effects on connectivity and evolutionary pro-

3.4
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Ethics of sampling nonhuman primates

cesses between sexes of the same species. When dispersal biases are
present, it is therefore advisable to conduct separate analyses to deter42

mine sex-specific responses to the landscape features in question.

Many primate taxa are threatened with extinction (42.3%), with
128 species currently listed as Endangered and 68 listed as Critically

In many of the published PLG studies to date, dispersal distance

Endangered.44 This creates numerous ethical challenges and legal limi-

and/or home range size was unknown for the study species and thus

tations in regard to sample collection from these taxa,45 as often only

approximating dispersal distance was among the primary objectives.

non-invasive, low-quality samples (feces) can be obtained at the suffi-

Home range is often used as a proxy for minimum dispersal distance

cient extent and numbers (>200 individuals) required for a landscape

when actual dispersal distance is unknown. However, many studies

genetic assessment.46 The quality of samples that can be collected will

made no statement about dispersal distance, dispersal biases, or home

influence the choice of genetic markers selected, along with the con-

range size. Without this information, it is difficult to determine

clusions that can be drawn from results.

whether the landscape features identified as influencing genetic structure were actually the cause of the observed pattern or rather if their
results were a mismatch between sampling regimen and dispersal
distance.

4 | IMPLEMENTING A PRIMATE
LA N D S C A P E G E N E T I C S S T U D Y

It is therefore important to take dispersal distance into consideration when designing a landscape genetic study, as this will

When designing and implementing a landscape genetic study, there

influence the spatial extent, that is, the size of the study area,

are several key considerations (Figure 2). The following section aims

that is appropriate for analysis. Study areas varied enormously

to introduce interested primatologists to the major steps necessary to

across

Africa

implement a landscape genetics study, as well as highlighting current

(1.22 million km2)29 to a small simulated landscape (16 km2).25

PLG

studies

(Table

1),

from

all

of

South

best practices in the field. For additional guidance see Hall and

In some cases, study areas include the entire known range of

Beissinger47 and refer to references cited for a more detailed

8
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FIGURE 2

Diagram of steps to complete a landscape genetics study

BOX 2 Working with existing data
While a landscape genetics study should ideally be designed from the ground up with regard to sampling strategy and marker choice,
researchers can incorporate existing datasets to make use of landscape genetic techniques, so long as several considerations are
addressed. Already collected samples may be used if enough samples exist with even coverage over the landscape or additional samples
can be collected or combined across collaborators. Samples should all be from similar time periods with respect to the species' generation length, such that species with longer generation times may use samples collected from several years. If older samples are used, be
careful that landscape data match the time frame of the genetic samples in question. For example, do not use landscape data collected
from 2016 to understand genetic connectivity in samples collected in 2000.
Historical datasets or data collected from long-term field sites present a unique opportunity to look at changes in landscape connectivity.48, 49 In the first ever application of time series data to landscape genetics, Draheim et al.50 found that the landscape features varied in impact on the influence of genetic connectivity in black bears. In some years, only landcover correlated with genetic connectivity
and in other years rivers did. This pattern was revealed even over relatively short times spans (4 years) and was surprising given the longer generation times of bears (6 years).50 Though not yet evaluated in primates, such time series data are undoubtedly available and
would provide myriad opportunities for such investigations.
It is important to remember, however, that when working with existing data, the original sampling scheme may limit the types of
questions that can be asked. For example, if the sampling scheme is clumped and does not include samples from both sides of a
suspected barrier, the research should not focus on determining if the suspected barrier reduces gene flow. That said, many behavioral
based studies have unique data sets that could allow them to examine questions that are not otherwise possible with less well-known
species. For example, inclusion of favored fruiting trees, salt licks,51 and sleeping trees52 can represent unique landscape features that
could be further tied to movement studies. If these types of data are not available, researchers can explore what types of questions
could be answered if these data were collected and consider adding it to their data collection regimen.

discussion of the topics addressed herein. While the initial consider-

pre-existing datasets (see Box 2). However, understanding the possi-

ations and design may seem daunting, this should not discourage

ble biases inherent in co-opted datasets is a necessary step to ensure

research groups from applying landscape genetic methods to

that interpretations do not overreach study limitations.

9
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4.1

|

Project design and data collection

individuals) coupled with a high number (>20 microsatellites) of highly
variable (>10 alleles) genetic markers are necessary to detect influ-

The spatial extent of a study should be chosen to encompass landscape

ences of landscape on genetic structure.46,58 When deciding between

features that are thought to influence dispersal in a species. When test-

sample size (i.e., number of individuals) versus marker number and

ing landscape variables it is necessary to consider when they first

variability, previous work suggests that the latter should be priori-

emerged, as time lags are common between species reacting to changes

tized.58 Benchmarks for sample size using single nucleotide polymor-

43

in the habitat and the corresponding change in their genetic patterns.

phism (SNP) data are not currently available, as simulation studies

Time lags are primarily the result of species generation length and dis-

assessing sample size in landscape genetics have thus far focused on

persal distance, as noted above, although population size, genetic struc-

microsatellites. However, it has been established that population

ture, and the choice of genetic marker and its mutation rate also

genetic inferences are more robust to small sample size when using

influence the time between the emergence of a landscape feature and

SNP data compared to microsatellites. Furthermore, as few as 1,000

its resulting effects in the genetic structure of a species. In general, at

SNP loci are sufficient to reliably discern patterns in genetic struc-

least five generations are needed in order for the genetic signatures of a

ture.59 Many SNP ascertainment methods produce a large number of

landscape feature to be detectable in the population of interest.53

alleles (between 100–100,000 bi-allelic SNPs60–62), suggesting that

In addition to study extent, researchers must ensure the distances

researchers can focus more on obtaining large sample sizes when

between sampling points remain within the dispersal distance of the

using these markers. At present, SNP data are best achieved from high

species, otherwise spurious genetic structuring is likely to occur.40,46

quality samples, often blood or tissue (although newer methods are

Given the variation in primate dispersal abilities (see Section 4.2 above),

quickly evolving; see Supporting Information). Thus, to achieve these

it is clear that certain features may highly influence one species while

aims primate researchers must consider the feasibility of accessing

having no effect on another within the same extent. If dispersal distance

populations and their ability to acquire the desired number and quality

is unknown, home range size can be used to estimate this metric.54 Esti-

of samples. Obtaining a sufficient sample size will likely entail collect-

mates based on home range size can be corroborated by paternity ana-

ing low-quality samples (feces) from across the landscape due to the

55

lyses

56,57

or migrant detection when both datasets are available.

When using existing datasets where large gaps between sampling loca-

ethical and legal limitations in acquiring high-quality samples (blood
and tissue) from most primate taxa.

tions exceed known or estimated dispersal capabilities, it is best to
reduce the study area to a smaller extent or to subdivide the study area
to remove large sections where samples could not be collected.

4.2

|

Analyzing genetic data

Simulations have demonstrated that random sampling outperforms other more directed sampling schemes to correctly identify

When designing a new study, SNP data are recommended, as techno-

landscape drivers of observed genetic structure.40,46 Thus, when sam-

logical advances now allow large numbers of SNPs to be generated at a

pling de novo, an ideal scheme should include a random collection of

similar cost to microsatellite data without the need for marker develop-

samples distributed evenly across the study extent and on either side

ment61 (but see Helyar et al63). SNPs are now being employed in land-

of suspected dispersal barriers. This can often be logistically infeasible

scape genomics approaches (reviewed in Li et al64), with the benefit

due to several factors, including a species distribution, social organiza-

being that one can investigate the landscape drivers of both neutral

tion, and/or mating system, or due to the topography, terrain, and/or

and adaptive genetic variation.65 That said, SNPs often require higher

accessibility of the study region. Given the highly social nature of

quality samples (blood and tissue) for development of the SNP array or

most primates, it may therefore be more feasible to employ a

availability of a reference genome66 for bioinformatic processing, with

systematic (i.e., collecting samples at regularly space intervals),

reference-based processing outperforming de novo approaches in

These sampling schemes

accuracy of downstream genetic inferences.67 Numerous primate refer-

also perform well in simulation studies and are the most likely to

ence genomes are now freely available,68 and more are currently in

recover individuals in clumped space while minimizing bias from over-

development

and under-sampling. Whether designing a new study or capitalizing

the use of genomic data in future investigations. Furthermore, recent

on previously collected data, it is important to consider the spatial

methodological advancements now allow researchers to increase the

distribution of the samples, as these can influence genetic signatures

quality of DNA extracted from non-invasive samples like feces,60,69

in downstream analyses. Additional sampling schemes that may be

albeit with varying success.70,71 See Supporting Information for further

appropriate are reviewed and evaluated in Oyler-McCance et al.46

detail on SNP development in PLG studies.

clustered, or hybrid sampling scheme.

34,40

40

and Schwartz and McKelvey.

(www.hgsc.bcm.edu/non-human-primates),

facilitating

Despite these recent advancements toward using genomic data,

Sampling from primate taxa often occurs in extremely remote and

most landscape genetic studies to date have relied primarily on micro-

challenging environments and trade-offs exist when making decisions

satellite markers.38,72 Microsatellites can capture a high degree of var-

about sampling intensity. These trade-offs include sampling additional

iability with relatively few loci and are feasible to employ with

individuals from one group or from additional populations, as well as

low-quality samples. When used with an appropriate dataset, micro-

whether to use many genetic loci or few loci with higher variability.

satellite markers can reliably uncover landscape drivers of population

Studies using simulated data suggest large samples sizes (>200

connectivity and are an option for primatologists with existing

10
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datasets. Studies being developed de novo, however, should focus on

composition (classification) of landscape features as well as their

the use of SNPs in place of microsatellites due to their many advan-

arrangement (that is, their configuration). The availability and accuracy

tages (see Supporting Information for full discussion). Markers with

of these data can ideally be found on local government sources or

biased inheritance patterns, such as mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), are

openly available platforms like DIVA-GIS (www.diva-gis.org), EARTH-

generally not ideal for landscape genetic analyses, unless specifically

DATA (earthdata.nasa.gov), OpenStreetMap (www.openstreetmap.org),

interested in questions concerning historical landscape features, and

or the Hansen Global Forest Change dataset.81 Researchers should

20

are often better suited to phylogeographic studies.

always check the spatial resolution (or grain; Figure 3) of their landscape

Regardless of which marker is ultimately used, landscape genetic

data to be sure that the spatial resolution of genetic and landscape data

methods are best suited for use with individual-based distance esti-

are comparable prior to analysis. Spatial resolution can be modified as

mates, as these do not a priori or artificially assign individuals to

necessary, but this must be determined a priori. Once acquired, land-

73,74

Distances based on principle component analysis (PCA)

scape data can be manipulated in propriety programs like ArcGIS

with several axes (more than 16) and Rousset's a are the most robust

(www.esri.com) as well as in free, open source packages like QGIS,

metrics for evaluating genetic distances when sample size and/or

many of which are based in the R statistical computing environment

genetic structure is low; all others perform equally well with a large sam-

(Table 2); see details in Supporting Information for additional resources.

populations.

75

Population clustering

Landscape data can also be obtained from species distribution or

analyses, although not explicitly landscape genetics, can be used to eval-

ecological niche models,36 light detection and ranging (LiDAR),82 and

uate the level of genetic clustering present in the data. Many other

landscape features noted from cartographic maps or encountered dur-

genetic distances can and have been used in landscape genetic studies

ing field work. Primatologists have access to a rich depth of information

and a full review of those metrics including comparisons and utility for

on their species that other researchers may lack, as primates are often

landscape genetics is provided by Shirk and coauthors.76 Unmodified

the focus of countless long-term behavioral projects. Therefore, beyond

FST values should be avoided, as they are sensitive to time lags.43

the usual landscape and environmental variables such as forest cover-

ple size and high degree of genetic clustering.

Relatedness should also be accounted for early on in sample

age, elevation, and climatic variables, researchers can add in the loca-

processing to reduce bias in downstream analyses. Because primates are

tions of sleeping trees, fruiting trees, mineral licks, or other features of

social animals, this often means that samples collected in the same area

importance to their study species.51,52 If landscape data are not readily

or sample location belong to related individuals. When there is high relat-

available, researchers can generate layers themselves. It should be

edness within a genetic sample or several related individuals cluster geo-

noted, however, that the learning curve is steep, and the skills needed

77

graphically, estimates of population structure can be biased.

When left

to create such surfaces can require extensive training. The handbook

in the sample, the resulting genetic pattern is swamped by the signal

edited by Wegmann et al.80 provides a great starting place, as do inten-

from these highly related individuals. Relatives can be identified by par-

sive workshops offered at various universities or through private insti-

entage and sibling analyses and removed prior to later analyses; for a

tutions. Alternatively, researchers would benefit from collaboration

78

review of available parentage analysis programs see Jones et al.

More-

over, individuals sampled from the same group will have the same geo-

with remote sensing experts who can generate these data on a much
shorter time scale and with less frustration than doing so oneself.

graphic location, which can further bias results. To correct for this,

Before relating the two datasets, landscape data must first be

researchers can use the harmonic mean of the genetic distance measure

parameterized (that is, weighted). This involves assigning resistance or

for individuals sampled from the same location, leaving a single genetic

cost values to the landscape features in question; these values are

measure for the reported spatial location.34

meant to reflect the difficulty individuals of a given species have dis-

Most of the PLG studies reviewed here used microsatellites com-

persing across each feature.18 The best parameterization methods are

bined with one or more mtDNA regions (Table 2); the number of micro-

currently debated83; however, most studies still use expert opinion.84

satellites used ranged from 7 to 21 (Table 2). Additionally, most studies

In so doing, this method draws on the knowledge of experienced

used Rousset's a, a derivation of FST (FST/[1 − FST]), while some used

researchers to determine what types of habitat a species tends to avoid

unmodified FST (Table 2). All the PLG studies reviewed performed a

and which they prefer. Inevitably, this method suffers from a lack of

population structure analysis either in previous studies using the same

objectivity and may result in mismatches between the inferred resis-

samples or prior to landscape genetic analysis in the same study. Some

tance values and the actual resistance experienced by the animal.83 At

28

even included structure analyses incorporating spatial information.

present, the most objective and feasible methods include using ecological niche models or genetic algorithms to parameterize resistance surfaces. Ecological niche models (ENMs) predict species distributions

4.3

based on climatic variables and other landscape data.83 Although ENMs

Working with landscape data

|

typically reflect day-to-day movement rather than a species dispersal
In addition to genetic data, a PLG analysis requires that the researcher

capacity (but, see Kamilar et al85), it has been found that species tend

have corresponding georeferenced landscape data. These are typically

to disperse across landcover most similar to their preferred habitat,

sourced from remotely sensed imagery, which can be obtained from pri-

making these models a potentially valid method for calculating resis-

vate companies or more commonly from government or open source

tances.86 More recently, genetic algorithms have been used to parame-

79,80

databases.

Landscape

data

should

encompass

both

the

terize landscape surfaces.87 This method, implemented in the R
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F I G U R E 3 Influence of pixel size on
contained landscape information. A 144 m2
study area could be represented by 144 pixels
each 1 m × 1 m. All the landscape features
contained in the 1 m × 1 m area would then be
averaged and represented by one pixel. With
larger pixel sizes, the landscape data
represented by each pixel becomes coarser,
losing information. Each pixel within our
hypothetical study area of 144 m2 could instead
have a grain size of 4 m × 4 m, resulting in just
9 pixels, and a very poor spatial resolution

package ResistanceGA,87 creates a workflow that optimizes resistance

Most PLG studies to date have incorporated a variety of land-

surfaces based on testing different parameterizations of an input sur-

scape features (Table 1), though common features included vegeta-

face using a maximum likelihood method within the framework of

tion, roads, and rivers. These types of landscape features are often

genetic algorithms. Using both methods and testing the robusticity of

classified from imagery-based remote sensors like Landsat images

each may be the best way to proceed in a landscape genetics analysis.

from NASA (Table 2). For those PLG studies that classified their own

Other empirical methods for parameterization are reviewed in Zeller

imagery, some included accuracy checks through comparison to refer-

et al.84 and discussed in the Supporting Information.

ence points24,28,31,32 or through computational checks.23 Many PLG

Once genetic distances and parameterized resistance surfaces
have been created, there are numerous correlation methods that can

studies also incorporated other sources of remotely sensed data,
including climatic variables, tourism rates, and fire density (Table 1).

then be used to evaluate their relationships (reviewed in Balkenhol

Most PLG studies parameterized data using expert opinion

et al88; evaluated in Shirk et al75,76). Performance of these correlation

(Table 2), though some employed the genetic algorithms approach

methods varies based on which landscape variables are included (con-

described above.19,34 Some PLG studies used ecological niche model-

tinuous, categorical, linear), their parameterizations, and the amount

ing (ENM) for parameterization. For example, Mitchell et al. devel-

of structure within the genetic dataset.75,89 Based on a recent simula-

oped an ENM for chimpanzees in Maxent90 to determine the correct

tion study, linear mixed effects models are considered the most robust

weighting for different habitat types, with low ENM predictions sig-

method for correlating genetic and landscape datasets under a variety

naling a high cost to traversing that habitat type.37 Moreover, while

of scenarios.

75

Researchers have historically used Mantel and partial

various statistical methods were employed (for example, generalized

Mantel tests to correlate datasets, however Balkenhol et al.88 found

linear models, multiple regression, linear mixed effects models, and

that Mantel tests cannot reliably distinguish between isolation-by-

generalized dissimilarity modeling; Table 2), the most common statis-

distance and true signatures of landscape resistance and should there-

tical method used was Mantel tests and partial Mantel tests (Table 2).

fore be avoided. See the Supporting Information for a discussion of

As stated above the use of these tests has been highly criticized and

various software packages used for such analyses.

their use is not recommended for future studies.14,91
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS

the ability to open up interesting avenues of research and evaluate
longstanding questions in new ways. Landscape genetics can help

As landscape genetics incorporates methods from both population

primatologists understand how landscape features influence their

genetics and landscape ecology, the field has the ability to answer

study species, whether their questions are geared toward under-

several open questions about the role of ecology in the process of

standing ecological impacts, local adaptations, or conservation

evolution. While the vast majority of primate studies have centered

management.

around conservation issues, there are a wide range of questions that
can be answered using landscape genetics. These questions range

DATA AVAILABILITY STAT EMEN T

from basic evolutionary processes, such as the role of gene flow in

Data sharing is not applicable to this article as no new data were cre-

the evolution of populations,15 to more specific questions relating to

ated or analyzed in this study.

92

the role of the environment in the spread of infectious disease.

Besides identifying barriers to gene flow, landscape genetics can also

OR CID

help to understand the role of spatial and temporal scale in ecological
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processes.16 For example, the impact of historical demography on current patterns of genetic diversity and the role of climatic refugia can
20

be elucidated.

This topic ties into analyses of animal movement and

migration as well as source-sink dynamics, a function of population
stability and viability.16 While these types of topics have been
addressed in landscape genetics in general, these topics have not been
fully developed in primate landscape genetic studies and could be a
fruitful avenue of future research.
Furthermore, many unresolved questions relate to conservation
issues, such as assessing the impact of anthropogenic activities and
features on genetic connectivity, the impact of invasive species on
local ecology,92 and the impacts of climate change on both current
and projected gene flow patterns for the future.14 Primates are of particular conservation concern as many species are Endangered, Threatened, or susceptible to climate change.
With evermore sophisticated methods becoming increasingly
available, landscape genetics has also begun including genomic data
built on inclusion of hundreds of thousands of single nucleotide polymorphisms derived from next-generation sequencing and focusing on
questions related to adaptation and selection.64 Storfer et al.65 provide an excellent overview of how driving questions, sampling design,
and analytical techniques differ when scaling up from landscape
genetics to genomics. One major difference between landscape
genetics and genomics revolves around the inclusion of paired
populations used in landscape genomics to detect signatures of selection. This of course requires changes to sampling design and other
project decisions that need to be made before data collection begins.
These paired comparisons are not only beneficial for identifying signatures of selection but can also help to elucidate different patterns that
populations of the same species may have in response to the same
landscape feature(s).
Landscape genetics approaches have also started to incorporate
graph theory which borrows from network analyses (such as internet
and server hubs) to understand relatedness in terms of connections and
clustering.93 Insights drawn from these types of analyses can guide
researchers toward understanding which groups or populations are most
influenced by restricted genetic connectivity, and can help researchers
determine which groups to prioritize for conservation management.
While complex, landscape genetics is a tool for understanding
the influence of landscape features on genetic patterning and has
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